
Lesbian Seagulls
Can animals really be LGBTQ+?

“I’m queer and 
PROUD!”



Taboo?
• Long history of homosexuality as a taboo subject in natural 

history
• George Murray Levick’s 1910 

study on Adélie penguins 
found a range of unusual 
sexual behaviour, including 
homosexual behaviour –
written in a Greek code, only
100 copies to select few 
scientists
• Even today, we often avoid 

this kind of description out 
of propriety



Taboo?
• Henri Gadeau de Kerville’s

1896 illustration of two 
male scarab beetles 
copulating
• ‘Perversion sexuelle chez 

des Coléoptères mâles’
• The first ‘modern’ 

illustration!



A wide variety of sexual expressions/ family 
units in animals
• Sometimes same-sex activity in animals is standard for their species
• For bonobos (pygmy chimpanzees), sex is important to social 

relationships, particularly between females
• There is even a specific vocalisation that 

females only use when having sex with each 
other!
• Does this make them lesbians? Bisexual?

? ?



A wide variety of sexual expressions and 
family units in animals

• For other animals, homosexual activity 
is expressed by a minority, e.g. one 
2011 study (Roselli et al., 2011) found 
that: 
• 5-10% of male sheep are exclusively 

interested in other males – are they gay?
• 2-3% of male sheep had no interest at all 

– are they asexual?

? ?



Lesbian seagulls
• A landmark study in the 1970s by Molly and George Hunt noted courtship 

and nesting behaviour amongst female-female seagull pairs
• Molly Hunt first noticed ‘supernormal clutches’ of eggs in nests – more 

than could be laid by any one female
• Upon further investigation they realised that around 14% of seagull pairs 

on the island were female-female pairs!
• The eggs were fertile, so they’d clearly mated with males too.



Reception –
controversy!



Reception – positivity!
• Researchers contacted by LGBTQ+ people thanking them 

for the research
• Boat trips with LGBTQ+ groups to see the seagulls
• Supernormal Clutches – a 1996 lesbian play
• Tom Wilson’s 1979 album 

‘The Gay Name Game’ had 
a song called Lesbian 
Seagull
• The song was covered by 

Engelbert Humperdinck for 
the 1997 movie
Beavis and Butthead Do  America

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcrjb-b9oPg



What is your opinion on this issue?
• Do you think the researchers and public were 

correct to call these seagulls ‘lesbians’?
• Why/why not?
• Is it important to seek representation/a 

reflection of one’s own experiences from the 
natural world?
• What would help LGBTQ+ people feel 

represented in the museum?
• Are there things that would make you

uncomfortable?
• If we were to have a museum display 

showing homosexual behaviour in animals, 
what would you think this would look like?



Further reading
• Penguin study: https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/polar-

record/article/abs/dr-george-murray-levick-18761956-unpublished-
notes-on-the-sexual-habits-of-the-adelie-
penguin/8647660D29AD9660C9C16623638C9116
• Bonobo article: https://io9.gizmodo.com/female-bonobos-have-gay-

sex-to-improve-their-social-sta-5889691
• Sheep study:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3085551/
• Full article on seagull study: https://qz.com/1023638/the-gulls-are-

alright-how-a-lesbian-seagull-discovery-shook-up-1970s-
conservatives/
• Email: bryony.rigby@manchester.ac.uk
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